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ADVANCED ERROR PROPAGATION PROCRAM
The fourth quarter's progress on the Advanced E.rror Propagation Program
(AEPP) consisted mainly of proEr--R4-g of the major part of the program,
and led into the final checkout phase. That is, the program is now cap-
able of generatln E n_erlcal data, but these data must be exam/ned in
detail to verify programming and theoretical correctness. The numerous
options of the program still require checkout, and in some cases, co_pletlon
in detail.
ProEram_ng effort has been concentrated in three areas. These areas
are 1) precision trajectory and targettt_g, 2) tape read and write, and
3) patched-conic error propagation. The first of these efforts is des-
crlbed in Section I.I and includes, in addition to integration of a perturbed
lunar or interplanetary trajectory, the refinement of launch conditions so
that the precision trajectory will satisfy prescribed target constraints.
Sectlon 1.2 describes the method used for writing the trajectory on tape
so that the tape may be used to provide the reference trajectory for error
propagation. Further effort has been put toward wrltln E error propaEatlon
output information on tape for plotting and other purposes. Section 1.3
describes the state of completlon and checkout of the Patched Conic Error
Propagation Program (PCEPP). This program, which is a complete program
in Itself, was developed as a framework for checkout of the input-output,
error propagation and measurement processing subroutines for the AEPP.
Appendix A contains the derivations of the '_neasurement partials" or sensi-
tivities of the various measurements to deviations in the expanded state
(vehicle position and velocity, station location and time bias errors).
Significant savlnis have been made in the number of machine operations per
measurement partlal, relatlve to the original error propagation program
delivered to Goddard Space Flight Center. In addition, some measurement
rate partlals which had not previously been included have been derived.
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Heasurement sensitivities to station location errors are nov calculated
relative to east, north and up errors (CartesLan) rather than assuming
latitude and longitude and altitude errors and having to convert standard
deviations from meter8 to radians.
I. I TARCETTINC CAPABILITY
A capability has been developed, under Contract NAS5-9700, for
correcting injection conditions so that the resulting precision trajectory
will satisfy a specified set o£ target constraints. The program which
provides this capabilit7 has been checked out for Earth-to-Moon and Earth-
to-Hats cases and is currently being checked out for the Earth return case.
Assumptions for this pro_rm are essentially those of the Quick Look
Nission Analysis Progrm (reference 1) regarding launch controls and tarset
constraints. The user provides the latitude, longitude, altitud_velocity
azimuth and date of park orbit insertion. Starting values for park time
and energy of the transfer trajectory are presumed to have been obtained
from the Quick Look Program. Target conditions are specified in terms of
radius of closest approach to the target, longitude and latitude of a point
to be contained in the approach plane and, by option, flight time or target-
relative energy.
1.1.1 Discussion of the Tarzettinz Nethod
At initiation of the tar_etting process, and for each successive
iteration, sensitivity of the injection state (position and velocity) to
the various controls (launch t/ae, park duration, injection ener_, for
example) is found by differences. Nathe_atically, if we denote the injec-
tion state by X(0) and the control vector by Q, we have
x(o) - F(Q).
, i , i
w Reference 1 Progrm_er's Nanual for the Quick Look Program--written for
Goddard Space Flisht (:enter under Contract NASS-33&2.
IPH lLCO.
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That is, the injection state is a function of the controls, this function
being embodied in subroutine BEGIN. Each coltum of the sensitivity matrix,
._X(O) is computed by the approximation
,
_xco) F(Q + _i) - F(q)
where _i is a small deviation in the ith control.
Linear propagation of these sensitivities to the target is performed
by intesration of the set of variational equations
d _Xh
__ -__
subject to the initial conditions, . The forcing matrix, _, is
analytically evaluated along the current trajectory for each iteration.
The sensitivity of end conditions (constraints) to controls is also found
by differences. Target constraint functions, _, depend upon the final
state, X(t£), in the following way,
,- °F_<_>_
where the functional relationship is provided by subroutine BODCON which
accepts X as an input and outputs _. Each coluwn of the constraints/control
sensitivity matrix is computed by
_(tf)
K
where K is a scale factor which ltaits the state end point position deviation
in order to eliminate non-linearity problems.
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New control values are computed from the constraint/control sensitivity
matrix and the error in the constraint vector. Computation of these new
values is per£ormed by subroutine FNDHXN and amounts to the relationship
when _ is invertible. FNDHXN may also be used to find extrema of functions
subject to other constraints (see Reference 1).
I
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1.1.2 Trajectory Options
If the user wishes to use the targetting option, he may choose his
control variables from the set :
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1) time of launch
2) park duration
3) azimuth of the injection impulsive velocity vector
4) path angle of the injection impulsive velocity vector
5) energy at injection.
The available controls for any particular case are (1,2) or (1,2,5) for
"earth-fixed" park orbits and (2,3,4), (2,3,4,5) or (3,4,5) for "inertial"
park orbits. The user may choose to constrain £1ight tile, target-relative
energy, or neither, and in the inertial park orbit case, may minimize the
masnttude of the injection velocity iJpulse. Controls and injection condi-
tions may be stored 8o that successive cases can be run for refining to
different end conditions, obtaintl_g a detailed output time history, or
generati=_ a binary tape o£ the trajectory (see section 1.2).
If the targetting option is not selected, the user may start the
integration by inputtin8 the injection conditions in terms of orbital
elements, spherical coordinates or Cartesian components in the equator and
equinox o£ 1950 (or o£ date) system.
I 1-4
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The program will then integrate to a stop time or specified radius from
the target, writing detailed output and/or an ephemeris tape.
I
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The perturbtn s influences which are currently in effect in calculation
of the precision trajectory are attractions by all non-central bodies in
the ephemeris and earth oblateness. Lunar oblateness, longitudinal harnonics
of the earth's gravitational field, solar pressure and an approximate atmos-
pheric drag effect will be Included before the program is delivered. An
Encke method is used for inteEratins the perturbing accelerations about a
reference con.it section, with rectification when the trajectory comes
within the sphere of influence of another attracting body. An integration
package, DEQ, developed under this contract, is bein s used to perform
the numerical integration.
! 1.2 _I_ FOR __ AN _T.q TAPE
D
II
i
A group of subroutines has been written and checked out for writing
interpolation coefficients of the simulated vehicle ephemeris and other
relevant trajectory information on a binary tape and for reading and
interpolating to recover the information from the tape. This package has
been used with the precision trajectory program discussed in section 1.1
and has proven successful for earth-moon trajectories.
i
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Use of a vehicle ephemeris tape with the AEPP will provide the
necessary values of position and velocity at any desired frequency with
advantages in machine run time and storage requirements. The principal
need for position and velocity in error propasation arises in c_puting
measurement sensitivities to the state. This need arises each time a
measurement to be processed is taken, and this might occur much more
frequently than one would choose to stop in an integrated or patched conic
trajectory calculation. The AEPP will also require position and velocity
to form the acceleration fuact/ua for integrating variational equations
when equations of metion unknowns are considered in error propagation and
for generatin s the (approximate) closed-form transition matrix.
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A discussion of the method of interpolation £ollow8:
Let
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be known at a sequence of values of t. An interpolation polyno_al of
degree s, y(t), may be determ£ned for the interval (tl,t2) such that
Y(tl) " Yi' Y(t2) = Y2
Y(t2) " ])2
We set
u - (t-t 1)
and note that the conditions at t 1 are satisf£ed by
" Yl + Yl u + _ Yl u2+ _e _'1 u3
for any _'1' _1" At t-q:2, (u - t2-tl),
Y(t2) " Y2 " Yl + hYl + _h2yl +_h3_yl
Y(t2)" " 3;2 " :Yl + h_l + ]lh2_yl
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
I h = t2-t 1
I 1-6
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and these equat:tons may be solved for
h_ = 60Z-yZ)-2hO2 + _Z)
h3_- -Z2@2-yZ) + 6hO 2 + _Z)
Then
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Yl = _-- @z'Yz ) " 2 .h2 _(Y2 + _Z )
•
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(6)
(7).
Lot us now consider the selection o£ the spacing, h, for a given
function, y(t). We will normally wloh to mln/_Lze the number of Intervals
requ£red for a siven per£od, consistent vlth stated requ/xements on the
accuracy o£ the Interpolated values.
Let Y3 = Y(t3) be a known point, vLth t 3 ¢(tl,t2) . We may fit a
polync_Lal of degree 4 through Y3 am well as YI" Y2' ]_I' _'2 by taklng
- _ + uZ(h-u)Zf (8)
I where £ £s so chosen that _(t3) = Y3"
I
I
Let
(9)
I 1-7
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We have imediate17
f = e/v2(h-v) 2
v(h-v) _
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(10)
1
The maximum of the absolute value of the error _-y occurs at u - _ h
_ere
h4 Y3";(v)
max _'-y) - "_" v2(h.v)2
If we now impose the condition
(II)
_'Y_< M (12)
Y
I
I 1. Let t 1 be the end-point df the previous interval.
2. Compute and save the interpolation coefficients for
I
I
I
I
I
l
as the criterion for selection of the spacin s of tabulated coefficients,
we may use the followin6 selection process:
o
e
(tl,t2)-
For each t in turn, n = 3,4,..., compute the interpolation
n
coefficients for (tl,tn), and compute the maximum error
from (II).
If the test (12) is satisfied for all tested variables,
replace the previously saved coefficients and return to
step 2 for the next t n. If not, store the coefficients
for (tl,tn.1) and return to step 1.
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1.3 PATCHED CONIC ERROR PROPAGATION
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An error propasation progr-m, PCEPP, using a '_atched-conic" scheme
for obtaining its trajectory, has been written in the process of checking
subrOutines for the Advanced Error Propasatlon Program (AEPP). This pro-
grma has most of the capability to be delivered in the _ with the exception
of course of a precision trajectory and consideration of equation of motion
unknowns. Extensive checks have been made of this program asainst a similar
patched-conlc error propagation program developed by Philco for NSFC under
Contract I_58-II198. The latter program had been checked against the
integrated-trajectory error propagation program provided to CSFC by Philco
under Contract NAS5-3342 and had proven to give comparable (i.e Sood) results
while exhibiting a better than 2-to-I time advantaEe. The PCEPP runs two .
to five times faster than the patched conic proEram for MSFC on the Earth-
to-Mars case being used for checkout.
ProEram options which have been checked out are; station measurement
processing of range, range rate, azimuth and elevation; onboard optical
measurement processing; station and beacon acquisition logic; and input
(see Second quarterly Progress Report). The PCEPP, estimated to be better
than 90_ checked out, still requires checkout of beacon measurement logic,
onboard radar height and height-rate measurement logic, and inclusion of
the speed of light uncertainty and the remaining station measurements.
Perhaps the most significant improvement in PCEPP over earlier proErals
is in the determination of acquisition (or contact) times for stations and
beacons. This deter-tnation allows the proEram, when processing station
or beacon measurement data, to move directly in time to acquisition, thus
avoiding the =-my small steps previously required while testing for station
vehicle visibility during the processing operation. The acquisition times
for all stations and beacons to be considered are computed before processing
and stored as critical events. The program can then proceed to the first
station or beacon "on" time, keyins in the station or beacon until its "off"
time occurs. The AEPP, working from binary tape, will function in the same
way.
1-9
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The program operates with a crltical event philosophy, as indicated
above, stopping at these events to consider and key in appropriate changes
or to output certain information before proceeding toward the next event.
The types of crltical event are llsted below.
I
!
I
I
I. resulaz output point
2. Earth-based tracking station acquisition or occultation
3. beacon acquisition or _.cu!tation
4. on-board optical measurement
5. special event time (anticipating guidance corrections, etc.)
6. time of patching to a new central body
7. stopping control time
8. final stopping time
I
I
I
The input and rearrangement of the expanded covarlance matrix has
been changed somewhat in the checkout process from the descriptions in the
second and third quarterly reports for this contract. The space-saving
gained by excluding some correlation terms for solved-for deterministic
unknowns was outweighed by its handling complexity. The working covariance
matrix is now (see the Third Quarterly Progress Report for old form)
I 6 cols. k cols. L cols. M cola. N cols.
I 6 rows
I k rows
I L rows
P
XX
Pxu I
Pxv I
P
xu I
Pulu 1
P
UlV 1
Pxv I
l'ulv I
P
VlV 1
C C
XU XV
C C
UlU UlV
C C
VlU VlV
I
I
I
The many options and great flexibility of the AEPP have already
required that the PCEPP should employ the 0VERIAY feature of the IBSYS
monitor because of storage size. The current fora of the proErnm is shown
in the following diagram.
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The figures wh£ch follow show sample output from the PCEPP and give
an /_dication of current pro_c_m capability. Another smuple was shown in
Figure 1 of the Third Quarterly Report concerning station and beacon para-
meters in effect.
I
I
I
I
Figure 1.3.1 shows first the date and state as input to the program.
The starting epoch is February 10, 1965 at l minute, 25.15 seconds past 2 A.M.
Injection conditions are input as Cartesian components of position and velocity
in the equator and equ4nox of 1950 coordinate system, earth-centered. The
Cartesian, spherical and orbital conditions (see Reference 1 for definition)
follow, referred to equator and equinox of 1950 coordinates. The flight
time to the target, Mars, is 300 days (although proszem stops at closest
approach) and the seareins time from epoch is zero.
I The covariancematrix of estimation errors (P-matrix) follows as itwas input. The input types are:
I
I
I
Type0
Typel
Type 2
_e3
Equator and equinox of 1950, Cartesian
Local tangent plane, Cartesian
Local Darbouxcoordinates, Cartesian
Local tangent plane for positions, Darboux for velocity
Type 4 Altitude, down range, cross-range, velocity, path angle
cross-range rate
!
!
Because the P-matrix is s_etrical only the upper half is output to facili-
tate locating particular elements. Position elements are given in kilometers,
velocity elements in kilometers/second.
I
!
Dates, times from epoch and states are next given for conic patching
to the Sun from the Earth and from Sun-orbit to_artlan orbit.
! 1-12
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Figure 1.3.2 shows the _Lss-vector at closest approach to Mars
(see subroutine BVE of Reference I for definitions)
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
B-T ecliptic component of asyEptotic n_Lss
B.R polar component of asymptotic miss
THE true nnoumly
VIN velocity at infinite distance on target conic
RP radius of closest approach
INC orbital inclination
THD true anomaly rate
Cartesian, spherical and orbital conditions at the end point are shown.
The next block of data shows sensitivities of B.T, B-R, time of
flight, v-infinity, closest approach and inclination, to state (Cartesian,
equator and equinox of 1950) deviations at the end point. These sensi-
tivities are computed by differences, except for the sensitivity of v-
infinity which is computed analytically from an incorrect equation for
the run shown. The next block gives sensitivities of the same functions
to state deviations at patch from Earth to Sun orbit. These sensitivities
are computed using the transition matrix (the AO-_atrix which is printed
out next) and the sensitivities just described.
I _(_Lss functions) = _(n_ss functions) _(state at end)
_(state at Sun-patch) _(state at end) _(state at Sun-patch)
!
I
I
!
Figure 1.3.3 shows output for optical onboard tracking, which is
to be in effect from epoch to 1 day and 1 minute from epoch, with regular
output each 12 hours. Measurements are to be made every 15 minutes
(.01041666 days), with no time bias and relative to a reference plane for
which the unit normal has a right ascension of 0 ° and a declination of 90 °
relative to Earth's equator. The measurements are to have random errors
in K 1 and K2 of the error Model
I 1-14
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2 + 2 2.body radius_I a. 2 " K1 K2 sin'l _ range to body/
I
I
I
I
I
(this error model is erroneously described in the figure). The measure-
ments to be made are risht ascension and declination (type 2 angles) of
the earth and noon relative to the reference plane (which for this case
is the equatorial plane). The weasurelent cycle is
25 right ascensionm_asuremenes o£ the earth, followed by
declinationi_asurements of the earth, followed by
72 rtsht-ascensionmasure_ents of the moon, followed by
72 declination measurements of the moon, at which
I time and the cycle besins again. The standard deviations on K1 and k 2for each angle are 10 arc seconds and .000656Z, respectively.
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
The statement that the covarfance matrix is di_ensioned 6 x 6
means that no deterministic unknovns are to be considered or solved for.
The P-matrix is next printed out in Darboux coordinates. This matrix is
normalized by dividin s each row and colunm by the square root of the
diagonal of that row and column. Rather than print the l's along the
diagonal, the square root of each diagonal element is printed. Units are
still kilometers for positions and kilometers/second for velocities.
The case number, record number and event number appear before each
output block. The event ntmber tells the reason for the output, which in
this case is an onboard optical measurement .occurlns. The record number
Cells which regular output interval we are in and the case number's meaning
is obvious.
RKSP is the root-mean-square position estimate error, computed
by square-rootfng the first three diagonal elements of the P-matrix.
RKSV is computed by square rooting the second three dlasonal elements of
the P-matr_.
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Both refer to the post-observation P-matrix. The RMS Uncertainty in Miss
Vector at Mars represents standard deviations in target miss functions
obtained by propagat_ the P-matrix to the end point. TAR means time of
arrival (seconds).
I
!
!
I
I
Figure 1.3.4 shows output of parmsetric data for three tracklns
stations, Coldstone, Johannesburg, and Woomera, which are being considered.
Yollc_ag this informat!on the normalized P-matrix occurs, expressed in
Darboux coordinates. The next six lines contain correlations between the
six deterministic unknowns being solved for and the state (position and
velocity). These correlations are initially zero. The deterministic
unknowns for this case are station latitude and longitude for each of the
three stations. The code for interpreting the unknowns (107, 108, 207, 208,
307, 308) is found in the Third quarterly Report. The next block gives
the correlations of these unknowns with themselves at initiation o£ the
case •
I Figure 1.3.$ lists the station on-o££ times for the run duration
as well as range (km), azimath (deg) and elevation (des) at these critical
eveut S.
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POgEREDPLIGHTPROGRAMS
This section su_sarizes the current status of the Powered Flisht Optimization
and Error Analysis ProErams.
2.1 l_t_ STATUS
ae Trajectory Model
Description of equations describing the trajectory
model and the techniques used for their solution.
Statusz C_leted. These equations and some
techniques were reported in the First Quarterly
l:To&,ree Report _;DL-TR2332. The description of
the remaining techniques have been prepared for
inclusion in the final report.
be Opt/mization Techniques
Derivation of equations describing the criteria for
trajectory selection and the techniques used for their
solution.
Status: Completed. The derivation of necessary conditions
and of steepest descent solution of Chose conditions was
reported in the Second Quarterly Progress Report, WDL-TR2&07.
Ce Error Sources
Description of error sources and their effect and the
techniques used to determine the errors and/or their
effect.
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Status.: Partially completed. The equations describing
the effect of error sources and numerical techniques
for trajectory and/or error determination were reported
4_ WDL-_32 and WDL-TR2407, except for those error
sources peculiar to powered flight. The model to be
used for powered flight error sources is described in
tb£s report.
do Input-Output
Description of data requirements, input-output options
and formats.
Status: Nearly completed. Input £or_ts and methods
and certain output options were described in the Third
(_a_terly Progress Report T_DL-TR2493. A major effort
is being made to simpl/_y the input formats and data
requirelents consistent with the maintenance of flext-
biLtty of program operation. The organization of output
options for simple external control is the major remaining
problem.
e. ProzrnainR
Status: Nearly completed. The progranm_ K of the Powered
Flight Opt/mization Progrmn is nearly completed, and the
program is presently in checkout. The subroutines concerned
with the trajectory stmalat£ou, includtnK the equations of
notion and adJoint equations, _itinl conditions, etc., have
been completed, and many have been checked by independent
check programs. The remaining programing effort includes
checkout of the program as entity and the completion of a
number of options for _Lssion specification, program control,
and output.
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The Powered Flight Error Propagation Program is being
prosra_ed as a package of subroutines which modify
the Interplanetary Error Propagation Program. To this
end, tape formats have been selected for the storage
of the vehicle ephemeris by both interplanetary and
powered flight prowl fO_ use as input to the Error
Propagation Program. A package of subroutines for
storing and readJJ_g the ephemeris Cape, tape positioning,
etc., has been prol_mmed and checked out, and the tape
write logic has been included in the Opt4m4zation Program.
2.2 _ FLIGHT ERROR SOURCES
The definition of the model to be used for the /_ertial platfora
ts _Lven below. This model £sbelieved adequate for all present and anti-
cipated stabilized pLatforl system. This error model considers only the
onboard measurement errors, and hence assumes perfect compensation by the
guidance equations for power plant errors. Power plant errors may be
included at a Later date for any given steering and cutoff equations.
For convenience in describing the error sources and their effects,
we define a coordinate system for each sensor and one for the platform
Itself. We take a rlght-handed cartesian coordinate frame, the Pl-frane
fixed at platform erection time with axes along the ideal or nominal
directions of the gimbal axes. The transformation Ti2pi relating the
PI-£rame to the I-frame used in the trajectory simulation is a constant,
dependent on the veh/_le design.
I
I
I
I
We take a corresponding frame, the P-frame, fixed with respect to
the platform so that the I - and P-frame axes coincide when the platform
is perfectly erected. We let the G£-frnme be a right-handed coordinate
frame with axes along the spin, input, and output axes, respectively, of
the £th platform stabilization _o. The orientation of the Gi-frame
relative to the P-frame depends only on the platform configuration, and
is fixed for any given platform.
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Finally, we let the A-fr_e 8xes lie alonK the nominal accelerc_eter axes.
The orientation o£ the A-frmne, too, is dependent only on platform confi-
suratlon.
We consider the followlng error sources:
_ol = initial pLatfora _Lsalismlnt about the i th axis,
I _i " steady drift of the i th gyro,
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
mass unbalance drift, input axls of the i th _rro,
_sl = uums unbalance drift, spin axis o£ the i th gyro,
c i = anlsoelast£c drL{t, i th _rro,
_i = bias, i th accelerometer,
¢i = scale factor error, t th accelerometer,
s i = threshold, i th accelerometer,
8ij = m4ialisnment, i th accelerometer into jth axis, i _ j.
m
Let t be the time from platform erection, and let a be the non-Kravitational
acceleration of the vehicle. We denote the total aisalisnment o£ i the plat-
form about the i th axis by _i (t). UsinK mU ankle ass_ptions, the
trsnsformatton relating the I and P £rmse components o£ the acceleration,
m a
ap TI2p I
is
I 2-4
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1
4IZ I -lj x
I
I
I
I
I
The acceleratlons along the £th SYro axes and the Ideal accelerometer
Ill[e8 ILl['e
aG£ = Tp2G:i. ap
where _2G1, Tp2A are const_mt transforaations dependent on platform
conf £surat£on.
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
The drift of the i th _rro, then, is
8 ss a
8 iX
a
sy
/L
SZ
aGi . + ci %is 2
aCiT
aG£o
2-..5
_I:3H I LCO.
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where as£ denotes the acceleration indicated by the i th _ce _eroleter.
The true acceleration projected upon the x-accelerometer axis is
I
I
I
I
I
I
_ltt:s
I
B"
I
I
I aS -
I
I
I
"Ax
aAy
etc., and hence the accelerations asi are, for _it = 0
asi = (a£ + s i) + (14_i)aAi + F_ix,_iy,Biz_
%z
c A B
x xy xz
_x + s x
Y Y
Z Z
The plat£ora orientation is obtained by integrating the drift rates, _/..
Again neglecting second order tezws in the errors
I
0 0
I 2-6
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I
q£ - first row of Tp2GJ"
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and the indicated acceleratlon is
a sa
8
8
et +s
X X
_y+ Sy
_Z+8 z
X
e
y
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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SENSITIVITIES OF MEASUREMENTS TO STATE DEVIATIONS
MEASUR_ES FROM EARTH-BASED TRACKING STATIONS
The measurements, Yi" to be considered are:
Yl Range
Y2 Azimuth
Y3 Elevation
Right ascension
Y5 Declination
Y6
Y7
1 - direction cosine
m - direction cosine
distance measured from the tracker to
the vehicle - magnitude of the slant
range vector, which is directed toward
the vehicle from the tr_er.
angle from north at the tracker to the
projection of the slant range vector
into the tracker's local tansent plane -
measured positive clockwise from north.
angle between the slant range vector
and the tracker's local tanEent plane -
positive up.
angle between the vernal equinox and
the projection of the slant range vector
into the equatorial plane - positive
eastward from the equinox.
angle between the slant range vector
and the equatorial plane - positive
northward.
cosine of the angle between the slant
range vector and a local north vector
at the tracker.
cosine of the angle between the slant
range vector and a local east vector
at the tracker.
A-1
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l
I
I
31 Range rate
Y2 Azlmuth rate
Y3 Elevation rate
3 5
_6
_7
Right ascension rate
Dec lination rate
1 - direction cosine rate
m - direction cosine rate
WDL-TR2605
The quantities with respect to whlchmeasurement sens£tlv£tles are
to be found are:
R Position state
V Velocity state
L Station location
deviation
Time bias
8 Speed of ltsht
uncertainty
assumed, for these derivations,to be
the vector from the center of the
earth to the vehicle.
assumed, for these derivations, to be
the inertial velocity of the vehicle
relative to the earth's center.
vector deviation of the tracker's
position froa£ts no_Lnal position,
due to surveying errors, earth model,
etc.
error in the tracking station's clock.
assumed to affect only ranKemeasure-
_nts.
A-2
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The following notation has been adopted through this section.
I. Vectors are represented by upper case letters (capltals).
2. ScaLar quantities are denoted by lower case letters
(Latlnor Greek).
3. The magnitude (or length) of a vector is denoted either
by the lower case symbol for that vector or by the con-
ventional straight brackets. (e.g., the umgnitude of R
is r or IR_).
4. The conventional (.) and (x) are used for the vector dot
product and cross product, respectively.
5. The symbol (1) denotes the identity matrlx.
6. The symbol (Ax) denotes the skew-symetrlc matrix:
0
"a3 "2
0 -a I
a I 0
.d
7. The symboX AA. denotes the symnetric matrix:
ala I ala 2 ala 3
a2a I a2a 2 a2a 3
'b"z 5"2 "3"3
A-3
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The total time derivative of a quantity is denoted by
a dot over that quantity.
I
I
I
De_initions. The follow£nS symbols will be used throushout this
section for the stated quantities. Unless otherwise stated, all vectors
are referred to the earth's equator and equinox of date coordinate system.
The partial derivatives are thus in equator and equinox coordinates and
must be tranafozmed to equator and equinox of 1950.0 coordinates before
being used in the error propagation program.
I
I
i
'Il
R
V
S
N
Neanin2
Vehicle position vector from the center of the earth•
Vehicle velocity vector from the center of the earth
(note that V = 1).
Tracker position vector from the center of the earth.
Vehicle position vector from the tracker - the slant
range vector (note that S = R - RT).
Unit north vector at the tracker.
I
I
l
I
i
l
E
D
T
e
J
e
K
e
n
Unit east vector at the tracker.
Unit down (local vertical) vector at the tracker.
(Note that D is not generally parallel to RT unless
the earth is assumed spherical)•
Earth's sidereal angular velocity vector - assumed
parallel to the north polar axis.
Unit vector along the vernal equinox of date•
Unit vector in the equator of date 90 ° east of I
e
Unit vector along the north polar axis of date.
Eastwazd component of station location error•
I A4
WDL DIVISION
I
Ce Eastward component of station location error.
Station altitude error (positive down).
I _ Nominal tracker position vector (note that RT = _ + e n
|
l
&
WDL-'_2605
N+¢
e
Station location deviation vector expressed in the N', E, D
coordinate systms. (A = (e n, ¢e" ed))"
I
E+ •d D).
Preparatory Observations. The following relationships for any vectors
A, B and C are used in this section.
i
I
I
m •
I. AxB = -BxA
2. A-BxC = AxB-C = B-CxA
3. AxA=0
2
4. A.A -a
5. *x(_C) = B(A-C) - C(X-S)
6. O.z)(_) - (_.) - a_
(z)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(s)
(9)
I
Time derivatives of RT, E, N end D are easily shown to be
I
RT=_XR T
! 0
=_xH
=OxE
=nxD
(10)
I A-5
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Thus, since $ = R - %, we have
S=V-nxR T
(11)
tracker posltion, _, is $1v_ in terms of the nomlnal tracker
position, _, aud the station location errors as £ollows.
RT =_÷ enN+ eeK ÷ edD
Thus, RT has the £ollow/_ 8 sensitivity to en,¢e and ¢d"
!
.-----m N
n
|
_T
mm_
_e
e ¸
I _'°
(12)
I
I
I
The directonal unit vectors at the tracker, E, _andD, are, in
seneral, af£ectedby station location errors. The sensitivities are derived
as follows. We have, to first order
e
6(Latitude) =
| ¢ e8(LonSitude) = --I%1cos(_t>
I 8(Altltude) = -- td
I A-6
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co_(I, st)
|
= _ _(_)
_.Lon
!
I ¢,.t.t_.t) + o _o.(_t)) T'_o.¢_t)
!
I
I
Ce rlW.an(l,at) "I'D_"
8(Lon)
_,La't:
r- cos (Lat) cosO..on)7
I . /.cos(_,t)s_(Lo_) /
I L -.in(Lat) _J
I
I
I
8(_t) +
Gn ce
- o T_-T - z .i. (_t)_ _o.(_t)
= h(¢nO-'eEtan(I_mt)_
cos(Lat)cos(fan)1
cos(I_t)$1n(Ixm)
sin(Lat)
8(_n)
I
I
A-7
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I
at)cos (Ion) 1- I sin(I, st)sin(Lon)
L -cos (Iat)
_(_t) +
Gn •
- -NT'_'_- E co,(,.et)T'_'TcosO.,,t)
WDL-l_2605
t 1
_ " __ ('n"+ V)
cos (I_t)sin(Lon)
-cos (Lat)cos (ton)
0
I
It follows simply from the above that
I
I _" _'- '_' '_";%t_e ' _e e
(131
!
I
I
D ;_D =-N
_"g -0, :_e "_'TT _ n
_en n
_E = O, -- = O, = 0
_¢d ;_ed
(14)
(15)
I
!
I
A.I.1 Range, Y
The range measurement is given by
Yl = !S! = s
(a)
I
I
where S is the slant range vector.
The position gradient, _-- , is found by using the chain rule and
I A-8
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_S
_R
_Yl
The velocity gradient, _-,
enter the formulation for Yl"
_Yl
--= 0
_V
WDIeTR2605
is zero because V does not explicitly
(b)
(c)
The partial derivatives of range with respect to station location
errors are found from the chain rule and from _S =
>aT -I
;_'1 "_]1 _ ___¢e S'__-_ -(; .. (-, (,) -. (_.j -, (d)
t Similarly,
_Yl s
(d')
I
_Yl S "_
_'- (; _'o
Combining the above three equations into a vector, we have
_Yi ;_Yl ( "_
(d")
m
A-9
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The partial derivative of range with respect to time bias is taken
to be the total time derivative of range
-=9] =_-" •
"I"
(e)
The partial derivative of range with respect to the speed of light
is given
n=,2 s
_(8c) c (f)
A.1.2 Azimuth, Y2
The azimuth measurement formulation is
Y2 = t_'* < s-EhS-N
_2
The position gradient, _- , ill
(a)
_-_'"_--- 1.1_S.E' _ _" _'_
"S-N
s._
S._ + S.E 2
[ (S'N)E- (S-E)N
S ,N2 J
and using equation (5) we may write
;_2 ,,, S x (ExN) ., D x S
_R S-N 2 + S-E 2 ID x $12
(b)
A-10
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The velocity gradient of azimuth is zero.
_Y2
m= 0
_V
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(c)
i The partial derivatives of azimuth with respect to station location
errors are found by using the chain rule, the fact that
,
i
I
_2 _Y2
= - _ , and equations (13),
;_'2 ;_Y2 _ '_Y2 >,E '_Y2
(14), and (15).
I
I
I
_Y.._.22=. _Y2 z • (s.N)s
_e 2 _R !D x S t2
C(Ntan (Let) + D) + (-S-E)S • Etan(Lat)
IRT! !D x S 12 111£I
;_Y2 tan (Lat) (S -N) (S -D)
=---.E+
le,.T! + IRT! ID x S 12
(d)
I
I
I
I
_Y2 _;_'2 ;_Y2 _2 _n +
;_2 (-S -E)S
=---N+O+
ID x S |2
_'z (s.z) (S'D)
"" _'-N" !RTI ID x S! 2
(d')
I ;_Y2 ;_Y2 (D x S)= . __ D = -;_¢d ;_R ID x S _2 "D=0 (d")
I
! A'II
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Combining the above three equations, we have
;_2 _2 _- (S -E) (S -D)
IRT! ID x S_2
WDL-TR2605
tan(Lat)+ (S._)(S-D) ,0]
J
|_| IR.T! ID x S 12
I The partial derivative of azmuth with respect to time bias istaken to be
I _Y2W'_ ---_2 -_-s + _ -_-
! . 1 {ID x S 12 (D x S)" S + (S-N) S'E - (S._.).N_
I
I
l
I
i
I
I
I
I
Im xs)- s +(s.N) s._xz- ¢s.z)s._.N_
ID x s_2 (D x S)- S + (S x f_).f(S.N) E -
. (Dx S) {_ +S xO _
ID_ S12
-_-{§+s= • (e)
A.1.3 Elevation, Y3
The formulation of elevation measurement from known quantities is
The position gradient, _-- , is found by using equation (6) and a
variation of equation (9).
I
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_3 _:_3 -sD-
;_ _S IDx S_
m!
s
. s_-I
3
s
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I = ÷ D "(Sx)(Sx) 2!D_St ,
I
I
I
= (D x S} xS
s_D x S_
(b)
The velocity gradient of elevation is zero because elevation does
not explicitly depend on velocity.
m
_-=0 (c)
I
I
The partial derivative of elevation with respect to station
location errors is found using the chain rule.
1
='_--E +ID xS _ (d)
I
l
I
1
l PH I LCO.
:_Y3
D l
_¢d
;_3 ;_T "_3
+
_T _ed ;_D _¢d
=. _Y3 D+ 0
_R
A-13
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The partial derivative o£ elevation with respect to tlme bias is
defined as the elevation rate.
_3 _Y3
--_3 "_- s +_-
_Y3
II --_- (s + s - _)
, A.I.4 Right Ascension, Y4
I
I
I
The right ascension measurement may be formulated in terms of the
slant range vector and the bias vectors of the equator and equfnox of dace
coordinate system.
Y4 t'_l _ s'Je _
= S -I /
e
(a)
! The position gradient, _ is given by
.
!
I
_Y4 _Y4 S'l: (S'le)J e - (S-Je)le_
"_-" ,_x,_,_'{ ;._
e
!
! A- 14
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II
= 1
IS x Kel 2 ( SX(Je
(_e_ s)
t%xsVz
x le) _
The velocity gradient is, of course, zero.
WDL-'I_2605
(b)
l
l
l
l
mm 0
The sensitivity of right ascension to station location errors is
computed simply, since [e, Je and Ke are assmned independent of station
location.
(c)
m _4i I
e
(d)
m
m _Y4 _Y4 _ "_4
m n _c n
II
(d')
i n I u I i D
_¢d _ _¢d
(d ")
I Su_arizing the above three equations,
I
m
_Y4 = ":_Y4
I
I A- 15
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The partial of right ascension with respect to time bias is taken
to be right ascension rate.
_4 _4_ _ (e)
A.1.5 Declination, Y5
The declination measurement is given by
%
The position gradient, _-- , is
(a)
"_-"t_,, _1_-_'.
| . -_.(s,,)(s.)
I s21]r,.e x S'[ "'
s_(_ x s)
i = s2|K e (b)xSl
I The velocity gradient is zero.
I
i
I
_Y5
= o (c)
As with right ascension, declination sensitivity to station location
errors is simple in £ormulation.
!
I A-16
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(d)
_5 _Y5 _T _5
_-__--_-_
(d')
"_d " % _¢d -'_-'D
(d 'r)
I In summary,
I
I
I
'_"- _NED
The partial derivative of declination with respect to time bias is
defined to be declination rate.
I
I
I
I
I
I
_5 _5 _5
A.1.____66 1 Direction Cosine, Y6
Th£s measurement is formulated by
Y6 = S'Ns
_Y6
The position gradient, _- , is
"5'6 _6 N" _l SS-
Sx(Nx S)
| ?
A-17
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(a)
(b)
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This measurement is not an explicit function of velocity.
_6
-----mO
_V
Station location errors af£ect this measurement through RT and N.
_-__+_ _
(c)
(d)
(d')
= _ D (d")
i The above three equations my be sucma_ized.
I The partial derivative wlth respect to time bias is taken to be the
measurement rate.
_Y6 ;_Y6
!
I
I A-18
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A.1.7
a-Direction Cosine, Y7
WDL'-TR2605
The derivations of partial derivatives for this measurement follow
directly the derivations for the 1-direction cosine (A.l.6), with the
substitution of E for N.
I
I
S'E
Y7 "--s
_Y7 Sx(E x S)
;:'a 3
S
(a)
(b)
I PJY7--=z O
_V (c)
I
l
l
I
A.1.8
- _ (O,Ntan(Lat) + D, 0)
_- =-Y7 " (s + s = o)
Range]Late, Yl
This measurement has been derived in (A.I.I), equation (e) to be
(d)
(e)
I S "];1 =-" SS
i and may also be seen to equal .-U- (S + n x S).
,!
(a)
, The position gradient, _'- , may be obtained either by carrying out
I the gradient of (a) formally or by noting that for any y,
I
_=d _(_.
I
I
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By either derivation, the result is
_I Sx(S x S)
S
S ' 2
S
(b)
The velocity gradient has already been derived, as may be seen from
the fact that for any y,
_V _a
Therefore, borrowinK a result from (A.I.1)
_I _Yl s
_V _ s (c)
Sensitivity of this measurement to station location errors is found
by the interchange of order of differentiation described in (b) above and
the results of (A. 1.1) equation (d).
I
;_YI_- cl _.___ _NE
_A dt
= _ _1 + _Yl. (_)_ _N E D_ (d)
i
I
I
The time bias partial derivative is taken to be the second derivative
of range with respect to time, and equation (9) is used in its derivation.
_1 _1 _1 " _Yl ""
;_ Udt _ - S + _ . S (e)
I
I A-20
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ee
The symbol, S, has been defined in the second of equations (Ii)
and needs to be computed only if time biases are considered simultaneously
with measurement rates.
A.I...___9 Azimuth rate, :_2
This measurement is (from (e) of A.1.2)
""_2 .,_ ÷S x _ _ =. (D x S)2"_,_ ÷ S x _ _92
ID x SV
_a
The position gradient of azimuth rate,
chain rule and equation (9).
(a)
, is found by use of the
l
l
I
I
:_Z ;_2 ;_2 ;_(D x S) + _2 >(S x O)
_& >S _(D x S) _S _(S x O) _S
= (S + S x p) [I - 2(D x S)(D xS)" 7(Dx ) . (D x S)- (C_x)
tD x S1 2 ID x S! 2 = IDx St 2
I D x S_2 - 2 _ • (S + S x _) _-_- x D + _-_R- (b)
I The velocity gradient of azimuth rate is simply the position gradient
of azimuth, found in A.l.2.
I
I
:_2 ;_]2 D x S
_V _.R ID x S 12
(c)
I
I
Sensitivity of azimuth rate measurement to station location errors
is found by interchanging the order of differentation (see A.I.2, equation
(d)).
A-21
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_[..E._eIED_+d _2 (__ tan(_c) (S.N)(S.D) 0"_-_
" \_RTI_D x Sl 2" IRTI * _R,rtlD x S_2' -
L :_ VRTIID x st 2
+ ',l_l 'S'D {S }_V x S_ 2 + $ x n • (-E, N, 0) (d)
•N, 0)
I After some considerable manipulation,
I
I
I
I
I
I
_J;2 [. ;_2 _Y2_.(" N 1 {[S'V'1 (S *S x 0)
--'= _--_'- -I- {_= E D}+" 12 .
_& _R J _c Ixzl ID + S
÷[(;+sxo,.(o÷, (s.o),=_ )7s}.(-_.,,.o)
Sensitivit7 of azimuth rate to time bias is taken to be the total
time derivative of azimuth rate.
_72 ____=d _Y2{ -- (s. s x o)_
= (s+s xo) +E. (; +s xn)
(e)
I A.I.10 Elevation Rate, Y3
I
I
This measurement is (from (e) of A.1.3)
;_3 (_ x S) x S (S +S x n}
_'E (; +s" °_'. VoxsV (a)
I
I A-22
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_3
The position gradient of elevation rate, _ , is derived as follows:
_" = _ = _("'_x s) _ :,(sx o) >s
" s2lD x S t iD x S 12 "J
÷ _; +S xG_. (D xS)x r.r , 2ss,...__-']
• _ s2TD x S! s 2 -j +
I
• s21D x SI 2
(b)
I
I
I
The velocity gradient of elevation rate is simply equal to the
posftion grad£ent of elevation, derived in A.1.3
_3 _s3 (D x s) xs
_V _R s21D x S I
(c)
I
I
The sensitivfty of the elevatfon rate measurement to statfon locat£on
errors is found by using the results of equation (d) of A.1.3 and fnter-
changing the order of differentiation.
I ? ,,_-_
IDx S IRTI
(d)
A-23
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The sensitivity of elevation race Co station time bias is given by
l _ ,,_.,, _ o,_
- (s+ s x o) +
I
I
(s + s x n)
AoI.II Right Ascension race, Y4
The measurement simulation is given in A.I.4 as
(e)
(a)
! The position gradient of right ascension rate is
(i - %)
e
_)
I
I
The velocity gradient of right ascension rate is merely the
position gradient of right ascension.
I A-24
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I
I
i
l
!
!
!
?,v _ 1%. sl2
(c)
The sensitivity of right ascension rate to station location errors
is found from the results of equstlon (d) of A.I.4 and interchm_e of the
order of differentiation.
=- - _x _R j(N E (d)
I The t/me bias sensitlvlt? of right ascension rate is
I
I
I
A.l.12 Declination rate, Y5
The -_asurelent of declination rate was derived in A.1.5 to be
(e)
I
I
Ys _ • s s,,(x,,- s>
" " .21% x st
.§ (a)
I
I
A-25
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! The position gradient of this measurement is
_x _s _(xe x s)
_(xe x s) _s
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!
!
(x=_s)(x x s)
= sz!xe x sl _ I% = svz
!
s-(s = %)= r-z zss" ]
s21K x s! s 2
e
i = _z {(§szlxe x s! = s) x x + sx (s x x)_
!
I
!
-;._- =%+2_
S
(b)
velocity gradient of declination rate is the position gradient
of declination, found in A.I.5.
!
i
l
_5=_s SI(K=S)
_V _R s2|K x SI
e
(c)
The sensitivity of this measurement to station location errors is
easily found to be
I
The time bias partial derivative of declination rate is
!
!
° • s +--_ .-_
=- dt =_ _ = N_
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A.I.13 1-Direction Cosine rate, Y6
WDL=TR2605
The formulation, for this measurement was derived in A.1.6,
equation (e).
The position gradient is found to be
(s + S x t_) (a)
" 3 s2 .j_-_- (-r_)!
sx [sx (i+s._)!+ (sxs) x{ +sx_)
" _ 3 3
s S
_Y6
s
0,)
The velocity gradient of this measurement is
I
I
I
;_6=;'_Y6 =S x (NxS)
S
"The sensitivity of 1-direction cosine rate to station location
errors is
(c)
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fliI +
I k-DL-_.605
I dt
I
- r,i÷,,,o,._,]. (_.{+ (d)
1 tile bias sensitivity im
I }-__,,.+,.. (_+,.o)+}.<':+_.o)
I
I
l
A.l.14 m-Direction Cos£ne race, _7
Derivations for this quattiCy follow those for the 1-direction
cosine rate in A.l.130
8
(e)
(a)
_ s3 s3
I
8
I _7 _7 s z {E = s)
8B IB
_V _R. 83
(b)
(c)
I
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I
I
I
I
Sensitivit 7 to station locatio_ errors is
?he sensitivity to a time bias is
_6dr _7 =
PHILCO.
I
I
l
I
l
i
I
l
I
I
I
I
l
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o)
(d)
(e)
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